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Abstract

In this thesis the Bayesian approach proposed by v/oodbury and uþch (2000) is
extended to estimate transmissivity field of highly heterogeneous aquifers for two-
dimensional steady state groundwater flow. Boundary conditions are Diric¡let and
Neumann type, and sink and source terms are included.

This new algorithm is examined against a fictitious aquifer with both ..high,, 
and

"extremely high" variations of ln (T). The addition of the hydraulic head data is shown to
improve the ln (T) estimates, in comparison to simply interpolating the sparse ln (T) data
alone' Forward solutions with the conditional-expected ln (T) field indicate that the
conditional heads match the true heads better than the unconditional linearized
approximation' This finding suggests that the Bayesian approach can be applied not only
to the groundwater inverse problems for which linearized approximation is valid, but also
to cases where linearized approximation may not be satisfactory due to high
heterogeneity.

The new Bayesian code is employed to calibrate a high-resolution finite difference model
of the Edwards Aquifer, Taxes. The posterior ln (T) fields from this application yield
better fits when compared to the prior ln (T) determined from upscaling and co-kriging.

The methodology for the spatial inversion of transmissivity for fwo-dimensional steady
state groundwater heat transport is developed based on the full-Bayesian approach. This
new algorithm is examined against a generic example. It is found that the use of
temperature data is showed to improve the ln (T) estimates, when compared to the
updated ln (T) field conditioned on sparse ln (T) and head data. Also the addition of
temperature data without head data to the update aids refinement of the ln (T) field
compared to simply interpolating the sparse ln (T) data alone.
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Chapter I

lntroduction

1.1 Groundwater Inverse Problem

Numerical models are widely employed to simulate the responses of groundwater

systems. One well-recognized diffîculty for groundwater model applications is to obtain

sufficient and reliable hydrogeological parameters for model input. Groundwater systems

are often highly heterogeneous and the large spatial variability of a groundwater system

predominantly controls the flow field and hence the distributions of contaminants and

heat' In practice, there may not be sufficient measurements of hydraulic parameters for a

comprehensive, detailed characterization. A large portion of the model input has to be

determined through estimation, which is referred to as 'parameter estimation', 'parameter

identification' or the 'inverse problem' (Neuman et al., 1979).

The full inverse problem is ill-posed, and this is charactenzed by instability and non-

uniqueness. The instability of the inverse solution stems from the fact that small errors in

observed data, such as hydraulic heads, concentrations or temperatures, can cause serious

elrors in the identified parameters. If the number of estimated parameters is larger than

known variables, the problem is under-determined. An under-determined nafure of the

inverse problem leads to non-uriqueness.

Carrera and Neuman (1986) demonstrated that the instability and nonuniqueness of
solutions to the inverse problems can only be eliminated through introducing additional

measurements and information. This implies that regularization is also essential for the

groundwater inverse problem. What and how information should be added remains an

open question.



1.2 Approaches to the Inverse problem

The difficulty of solving the ill-posed groundwater inverse problem is well recognized
and has attracted a remarkable research effort (see reviews by Woodbury, 19g7; yeh,
1987;McLaughlin and Townley, 1996; Kitanidis, 1996). Various techniques have been
developed to solve the groundwater inverse problem.

The manual trial and error calibration procedure is a classical approach for modeling. It is
accomplished through the selection of a set of parameters in such a way that
measurements of the water table, the concentration of solutes and other variables
describing the system can be reproduced through the model. This method is time
consuming and the usual over-param etenzationpractice may not well reflect the variation
of estimated parameters.

Non-linear regression (Cooley, 1977; Yeh and Yoon, 1981) can be used to automatically
estimate hydrogeological parameters. The underlying theory is based on weighted least
squares minimization or the maximum likelihood framework. The trend surface and
zones derived from regression, although useful in representing large-scale variability,
cannot account for short-distance variability of hydrogeological parameters.

If hydraulic heads (concentrations or temperatures) are known, a direct solution to the
groundwater inverse problem for unknown parameters may be possible. This can be
formulated as an optimal problem by minimizing an objective function based on solution
error' Linear programming (Kleinecke, 1971), multi-objective decision process (Neuman,
l97l) and quadratic programming (Hefez, lg75) can be employed to solve this problem.
To build the optimal model, missing data (heads, concentrations, or temperatures) have to
be estimated by interpolation. Regularity conditions, such as bounds, are required to
achieve a solution. An objective function of an inverse problem can be formed through
minimizing a "norm", or the difference between observed and calculated heads
(concentrations or temperatures) at specified observation points. As a result the
interpolation of measured data can be avoided. In general, a set of initial estimations of



the parameters is used and the solutions are sought in an iterative manner until the system
model response is sufficiently close to the measured observations. Neuman and yakowitz

(1979) introduced a nonlinear optimal approach to solve the inverse problem. V/oodbury
and Smith et al' (1987) extended the optimization approach by constructing a variety of
models under different nofins, which generate a set of solutions to the inverse problem.
The consistency between the solutions suggests correct model structure. The main
advantage of this approach is that the formulation of the inverse problem is applicable to
the situation where number of observations is limited, and it does not require computation
of a Jacobian. A disadvantage of this approach is that the minimization is usually
nonlinear and often non-convex. The algorithm is inefficient, because it requires repeated

forward modeling.

Altemate methods of inversion are Kriging and Cokriging. De Marsily (1984) detailed

the principles of Kriging application in groundwater hydrology. Kriging is posed as:

given a set of measurements of unknown parameters over the domain, estimate the values
at other locations. The estimation is determined by a linear combination of the
measurements using interpolation weights, which must be determined, and the problem is
sought by minimizing the objective function (mean square error) subjective to a

constraint that the weights sum to one. This results in a constrained optimization problem
that can be solved using Lagrange multipliers. The approach requires a database

sufficient to estimate variograms and covariograms. In practice, this requirement may be
difficult to achieve. Kriging and Cokriging are widely used in groundwater hydrology
(Hoeksema and Kitanidis, 1986; Roth and Chiles et a1.,1998; yeh et al., 1996; Zhang and,

Yeh, 1997)- Clifton and Neuman (1983) used Kriging to estimate the hydraulic
conductivity of the Awa Valley aquifer in Southern Arizona. Kitanidis and Vomvoris
(1983) developed an approach to the groundwater inversion problem based on Kriging
and they used both hydraulic conductivity and hydraulic head measurements. Hoeksema

and Kitanidis (1986) applied the geostatistical approach to the case of two-dimensional

steady state flow. A finite difference numerical model of groundwater flow was used to
relate the head and transmissivity variability and Cokriging was used to estimate the

unknown transmissivity field. A linear relationship between hydraulic parameters and



hydraulic head perturbations is required to develop cross-covariance in the inversion, and
variogram function must be evaluated based on the measurements.

Bayesian updating methods provide an alternate philosophy to Kriging to solving the
groundwater inverse problem. In this approach, hydrogeological parameters are

considered as stochastic variables and the prior statistical values (for instance, mean and
covariance) of the variables can be defined subjectively. The posterior values can be
obtained by using Bayes' Theorem. The updated estimates can be used as input variables
in further conditional simulations such as hydraulic head, contaminant concentration and
temperature' Kitanidis (1986) showed that Kriging is a special case of Bayesian
estimation. Massmann and Freeze (1989) also compared Kriging and Bayesian estimators.
Bayesian updating has been implemented in site charactenzation (Hachich and Vanmarck,
1983; Kitanidis, 1986). V/oodbury (1939) detailed Bayesian Updating procedure of the
groundwater inversion problem. Woodbury and Ulrych (1993;199g; 2000) introduced
the theory for estimating pdf of a stochastic variable in groundwater hydrology based on
maximum entropy and minimum relative entropy (l\ß.E) principles. The procedure is to
minimize the entropy of the estimated pdf to the prior pdf of the property concerned, and
yields an equation for posterior pdf. For the inverse problem, expected values of posterior
pdfcan be used.

Woodbury and Ulrych (2000) proposed full-Bayesian approach to steady state
groundwater inversion. First, transmissivity measurements were used to update prior
estimations and then hydraulic head measurements were incorporated into the updating
procedure by using a linearized steady state groundwater flow equation. They showed
that the resolution of aquifer parameters is gradually improved. The full-Bayesian
approach applies to the estimation of aquifer parameters with limited measurements and
appears promising for practical use. The V/oodbury and Ulrych algorithm only deals with
the aquifers with Dirichlet conditions and needed to be modified for more realistic
hydrogeological conditions, such as Neumann conditions and sinks or sources. If, and
how well, the full-Bayesian approach works on a high variance ln (T) aquifer remains an

open question' Woodbury and Rubin (2000) also used the measurements of tracer



transport to infer medium parameters by full-Bayesian approach and presented
encouraging results. These findings imply that more knowledge about the system is
added in the solution to the inversion problem, the resolution of aquifer parameters is
further improved' The full-Bayesian approach allows various sources of information
related to the inverse problem, especially those uncertain data, to be incorporated in the
form of probability distribution into the estimation process.

1.3 GroundwaterÆreat Transport and the rnverse probrem

Woodbury and Rubin (2000) stated "The conjunctive use of temperature and
hydrogeological data for site charactenzation has the potential to reduce the concern of
nonuniqueness of solution to an inverse problem. This potential is evident from published
works relating heat transport to the aquifer's hydrogeological features and from the
studies that attempted using temperature data for site charactenzation.,,

Groundwater motion may redistribute heat in subsurface environment in an otherwise
conductive geothermal regime. The disturbance primarily depends on groundwater
velocity, which is dominated by hydraulic parameters. Research efforts have been
directed toward how groundwater flow influences the regional geothermal regime
(Parsons, 1970; Smith et al., l9g3; woodbury et al., l9g7;Forster et al. 19gg). smith et
al' (1983) and V/oodbury et al. (1985) presented detailed reviews on the effects of
groundwater flow on subsurface thermal regime. The theory of heat transfer in porous
media is of interest because of its many applications. Bredehoeft and papadopulos (1965)
developed an analytical solution to the one dimensional heat transport problem for
determining groundwater velocity from temperature profiles. Kukkonen et al. (lgg4)
described a procedure of using geothermal temperature measurement to infer pale-
climatic change' Groundwater temperature measurement has been used to identiSr
potential geotechnical problems (smith, 1989). Another important concern regarding
groundwater heat transfer is thermal energy storage and recovery from aquifer (Tsang et
al., 1981; sykes et al., 1982; Xue et al., 1990; Molson et al., lgg2). coupled modeling



groundwater flow and heat transport is a key tool to evaluate the geothermal regime. Bear
(1972; 1981) gave a detailed description on governing equations of heat transport in
porous medium.

Subsurface temperature distributions may carry direct information on groundwater
movement due to advective heat transport, and. subsurface temperature information can
be used in the groundwater inverse problem. Woodbury and Smith (19gg) used a joint
inverse of both hydrogeological d,ata and temperature measurements to characterize site
hydraulic parameters. They introduced an objective function, which explicitly includes
hydraulic conductivity, hydraulic head and temperature, and used the constrained simplex
technique to solve the optimal problem.

Wang et al. (1989) proposed another approach of solving the groundwater inverse
problem using both hydraulic parameters and thermal parameters. A Bayesian maximum
technique was adopted in their work. Unknown hydraulic heads, temperatures, hydraulic
a posterior parameters and thermal parameters \ryere simultaneously treated as random
variables, which were related through finite element formulations to the nonlinear two-
dimensional steady state coupled governing equations. They treated the inversion as a
stochastic optimal problem (maximum likelihood estimation), whose optimal solution
was obtained by maximizing the posterior pdf, and a gradient method was adopted to
solve the optimal problem. Parameter zorunghad to be introduced into their approach due

to large number of unknowns involved.

1.4 Objective and Research Methodology

It can be concluded from above review that geological materials are often highly
heterogeneous and a stochastic approach may be more applicable to the spatial variations

over short distances. The groundwater inverse problem is born with instability and non-
uniqueness, which can only be eliminated through introducing additional measurements

and information. Data for hydrogeological parameter estimation are multi-source, such as
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the estimated parameter, hydraulic head, contaminant concentration and temperature

measurements and subjective information etc. The information available is limited for a

single source, but diversified and uncertain. With such a problem on hand using a

Bayesian approach appears beneficial for several reasons. First, the estimated parameter

distribution is handled as a stochastic field, and this may better address the spatial

variations over short distance compared with the conceptual models based on large zones.

Second, allowing addition of information from many different sources may further

constraint the inverse problem. Additionally, the available information is incorporated as

probabilistic distribution into the estimation. Such treatment may reduce the concern

about uncertainty with the data.

This study will focus on extending the Bayesian approach to the groundwater inverse

problem to real world settings. Combining hydrologic and thermal datain a full-Bayesian

approach to the groundwater inverse problem will be investigated.

First, it will be showed whether the linearization solution adequately approximates well

the traditional numerical solution to a steady state groundwater flow problem with high-

variance ln (T), and Dirichlet and Neumann conditions and sources or sinks. If and how

well the Bayesian approach works for such settings will be assessed. The algorithm and

code will be developed.

Second, the new algorithm will be extended to calibrate a high-resolution mathematical

model of the Edwards aquifer, Texas. Such application will further examine if and how

well the Bayesian approach works for a real world system with high-variance ln (T) and

complicated boundary configuration.

Finally, this work will show whether the linearization approach applied to two-

dimensional steady state groundwater heat transport and groundwater temperature

measurement can be used to condition hydraulic parameters based on the full-Bayesian

methodology. An algorithm of combining both hydrologic and thermal data into the

gtoundwater inverse problem by Bayesian approach will be developed.



These studies will then extend the findings of woodbury and ulrych (2000). The final
results of this study will include a thesis, publications, data sets and the inversion codes.

In order to accomplish the objectives, following methodology will be adopted

First, a synthetic groundwater system will be designed and a natural logarithm
transmissivity field [denoted as ln (T)] along with its associated hyd.raulic head field will
be generated. This will be accomplished by using a multivariate random number
generator with known statistical parameters. High and extremely high variances of ln (T),
which are similar to that of the Edwards aquifer, will be used. The hydraulic heads will
be solved by the finite element method. The generated fields will act as a known
parameter and data set. Then the linearized equations for the system will be solved.
Comparison of the 'true' finite element @E) solution and the linearized solution will
illustrate how well the linear approach works for the high-variance system with
complicated boundary configuration. Following this step, random samples of ln (T)
values and the computed hydraulic heads will be taken from the fictitious system. The
sampling data are analogous to field or laboratory measurements.

Second, the Bayesian Updating procedure will be performed. Bayesian interpolation will
be implemented based on the point sample of ln (T). Then the interpolated ln (T) field
will be updated by incorporating the head measurements. The combined Bayesian

updates will produce conditional-expected ln (T) fields and estimated errors. Such tests

will illustrate if the addition of the hydraulic head data is shown to improve the ln (T)
estimates, in comparison to simply interpolating the sparse ln (T) data alone.

Third, this new algorithm will then be applied to calibration of the high-resolution
numerical model of the Edwards aquifer, which is being developed by the United States

Geological Survey (USGS). To use the algorithm a finite element model, which is
compatible to the fìnite different model, will be developed. The rdata for the finite
different model will be transferred into the finite element model. The upscaled ln (T)



field and the associated statistics provided by the Center for Nuclear W'aste Regulatory

Analyses (CNWRA) at the Southwest Research Institute in the United States will act as

prior input' This thesis will produce a posterior ln (T) field conditioned on the hydraulic
head measurements. Comparison of the computed heads with the posterior ln (T) and the

measured heads will show the performance of the Bayesian approach to this real world
case.

Finally, the Bayesian approach will be extended to the groundwater inverse problem for
steady state heat transport. Again a fictitious aquifer will be designed and a ln (T) field
along with its associated hydraulic head field and temperature field will be generated.

The hydraulic heads and temperatures will be solved by the finite element method (FEM).

Appropriate boundary conditions will be assigned to the system. The generated fields will
act as known parameter and data set. The first test of the numerical procedure is to check

if the linearized solution to the heat transport equation produces a reasonably accurate

temperature field. Random samples of ln (T), the computed hydraulic heads and

temperatures will be taken from the fictitious system. The sampling data analogous to

field or laboratory measurements will be used to reconstruct the known In (T) field
through Bayesian updating. The fîrst two steps Bayesian updating as discussed above will
be repeated. Following each step of the update, temperature data will be incorporated

respectively and this will check whether temperature incorporation improves the

parameter resolution, especially in the cases with sparse observations and absence of
head measurements. Noisy simulations with uncertain hyperparameters will be carried

out. The pdfs for these hyperparameters will be determined from minimum relative

entropy consideration and the effects of the hyperparameters will be removed through

marginalization, which can be accomplished through Monte Carlo modeling. In total,
three steps will be needed for the Bayesian updating procedure.



Ghapter 2

Full-Bayesian Approach to Linear lnversion

2.L Bayesian Solution to the Linear Inverse Problem

In this chapter the Bayesian solution to the linear inverse problem will be reviewed. The

reader is referred to V/oodbury (1989) and Woodbury and Ulrych (1998; 2000) for details.

One of the most common tasks for the groundwater inversion is to map a ln (T) field (nm

values) given observations at np locations in a discretized flow domain. The

measurements can be ln (T), hydraulic head and temperature over the domain. Usually np

is much smaller than nm-np. This problem can be formulated as the following linear

inversion problem,

d'=Gm+Il (2-r)

where d* is an observed data vector (np*1), m is a model vector (nmxl), G is the kernel

(npxnm), which transforms model from model space into data space and v is a noise

vector (np"1).

The direct solution to equation (2-1) is,

ho = G.þctfto' (2-2)

This solution is non-unique because there are fewer equations than unknown model

parameters. To obtain a unique solution to the inverse problem, one must have some

means of singling out one solution from the infinite number of solutions with zero

prediction error. Some information not contained in the equation must be added to the
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problem. The Bayesian solution is one

model, which is in some sense ,small'

behavior of the field.

way to accomplish this

in length away from a

task. The solution is a

preconceived notion or

Bayesian inference supposes that an observer

tunction of a model (m), [denoted ur p(*¡)1.

observations, personal experience or judgment.

such as measurements, become available.

If v is assumed a zero-mean vector, then

E(v)= s

Co = E(rr')

where C¿ is the covariance of the noise v.

can define a prior probability density

This pdf can be defined on the basis of

It can be updated as new information,

(2-3)

(2-4)

(2-s)

If v is independent and idenrically distributed (äd), (z-4)reduces to,

C¿ = a)l

where øl is the variance of v and I is a unit mafrix.

The prior unconditional mean and covariance of m are expressed as,

E(m) = 5

E[(m-sXm -s)Î] = Co

(2-6)

(2-7)
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lf Co is represented by an exponential correlation structure, it is in the following form,

c o(n, t)-,r *r{- Itit ., r ï, l'l (2-8)

where of is the variance of ln (T), î" is the integral scale and k and I refer to any two

points in question. Note that the spatial correlation structure may take other forms rather
than an exponential one.

If the combination of forward modeling and measurement effors is assumed Gaussian,

then the likelihood fi.rnction p(¿.þ,1) can be defined as (woodbury and uþch,200),

rþ.lm,r) =l(ro)"l",llå *r[-;t .-cm)'c;,(d'-"-)] 
e-s)

where np is the length of d*.

If the ln (T) distribution can be assumed multivariate Gaussian (Freeze, lgTS), its pdf is
expressed as,

p(-lr)= l@ò*1" ,ll. *r[- i r- - ,)'c;' t- - .)] (2-t0)

where nm is the length of m.

The posterior conditional pdf from Bayes' Theorem is (see Ulrych et al., 2000),

(2-tt)
pþ'¡,",1þ(-¡l)

J(o'l'",rþþlrþm
r(-lo',1)=

t2



Inserting both likelihood and prior pdf into Bayes' Theorem and performing the

integration, the conditional posterior pdf can be obtained,

z(-la', r)= l4o)'^¡", lii *n[- ] f- - (,"))'c;' (* - (-))] (2-t2)

The first two conditional moments of this pdf are given (Tarantola r9g7),

(-) = s + coG'þ c oG' * c, )-' (o' -"r)

co = c o -c oG' þcrct + c, ftGCo

(2-13)

(2-r4)

where (m) and Co are the posterior conditional mean and covariance, respectively. The

expected value (m) is viewed as the Bayesian solution of the inverse problem. Note that

the solution colresponds to the conditional expectation. Co physically represents the

correlation or spatial variability of the model m.

Note that the forms of Co and C¿ may be known or assumed (say exponential correlation

structure for Co), and the associated statistic properties, such as integral scale À and

standard deviations oy in Co and o6 in C¿, and the prior mean s, may not be known. If
unknov/n, these parameters are termed hyperparameters and the prior pdf for each of
them can be determined from minimum relative entropy theory (Woodbury and Ulrych,

2000). Their effects on the estimation can be removed through marginalization, which

can be accomplished by Monte Carlo sampling. This will be discussed in the following

sections. Although it is not necessary to evaluate a variogram for the Bayesian framework

as required for Kriging, a spatial structure of the estimated parameter has to be known. tn
addition, the covariance matrix must be positive-definite symmetric. If the prior pdf and

likelihood are not Gaussian, the analytical formulation of the posterior pdf may not be

available. Also, explicit expressions like equations (2-13) and. (2-I4) are not available for

13



nonlinear data-model transformation. These belong to nonlinear inversion and will not be

discussed here.

Given np observed ln (T) values as d*, a simple linear interpolation technique follows

naturally from the above theoretical discussion. 'Where the i'th measurement point

corresponds to an interpolated point, G¡ =1, otherwise Gu is zerc.If hydraulic head or

groundwater temperature measurements represent data and ln (T) is the model, the

inverse kernel should take different form rather than simply setting the elements in G as

one or zero. These will be detailed in Chapter 3 and Chapter 5.

2.2 Full-Bayesian Approach to Linear fnversion

2.2.1 Marginalization/Ulonte Carlo Sampting

As noted in the above section the Bayesian solution of the inverse problem could involve

a set of hyperparameters. The exact values of these hyperparameters may not be known

in practice. Woodbury and Ulrych (2000) treated them as random variables and termed

such methodology "full-Bayesian" approach to signify that that the inference problem

will consist of both primary parameter and hlperparameter estimation. Suppose that the

form of the pdf is known, but the values of the 'hyperparameters' are not. Their effects on

the primaryparameter estimation can be removed through marg¡nalization.

Recall the solution to Bayes' theorem for the case of Gaussian priors and a linear

functional transformation (2-r2), using the definition of expectation,

(-): Jrþlo.,rþa- (2-rs)

Assuming the joint p¿[ p(u), of the hlperparameters u

marginalization can be described as,

= $,oj,l",oj) known, the
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(-)= I Jo(-lo',1,uþ(uþ dudm

Inserting equation (2-13) into (2-i6) and changing the order of integration results in,

(*) = Jþ 
* .,"'(ccoc. * c, )-'(o' -..)þ("Þ"

Similarly the covariance, Co is

., = Iþ,-coG'(c"o". *c,)' ec,þ1u¡ao

(2-r6)

(2-17)

(2-18)

The integration of equations (2-16) and (2-17) can be carried out through numerical

integration, which can be accomplished using the Monte Carlo sampling. The integrals

are evaluated by generating a series of random model vectors using a multivariate

random number generator with p(u) as the pdf (woodbury and uþch, 2000).

2.2.2 Determination of PrÍor pdfs of Hyperparameters

An immediate question arises as to how to determine the prior pdfs for these

hlperparameters. 'Woodbury 
and Ulrych (1993; 1995;2000) deal with the estimation of

appropriate prior pdf s for hydrogeologic applications and the essence of their results is

briefly repeated here. 'Woodbury 
and Ulrych (1993) stated, "It is acknowledged that

hydrogeologic databases are such that the reasonable upper and lower bounds are

obtainable on virtually all model parameters. This information implies that our base level

of knowledge is a joint box-car pdf (uniform distribution between an upper and lower

bound). The box-car pdf, å(m), is

t5



for L, 1m,1U,

Q-T9)

otherwise

where I = 0,...,N is the number of parameters, and L,and. (J,arethe individual lower and

upper bounds. a(m) is a joint pdf for all the parameters. Suppose additional information

such as an informed guess, limited tests, or calibration becomes available. This .new,

prior estimate of the model is defined here as s. Assume s is the expected value vector of
a pdf p(m)which is chosen so it has minimum relative entropy (MRE) to a box-car pdf,

subject to the expected value constraints, .s,". 'Woodbury and Ulrych (1993) presented

that the entropy of p(m) relative to the box-car distribution å(m) is,

( u,-L,

¿(-) =l

Lo

p,b)= f,,r(-)rto( (2-20)

The range of integration of all the variables mis (L,,U,), so the above integral over M

implies a multiple integral over all the lower and upper bounds. As shown by Woodbury

and Uþch (1993), p(-) has rhe following form,

þ, exPF þ,*,) for s
- exp(- U,þ,)+exp(- L,p)

(2-2t)

[#]^

¡r'1
p(-) = fI{

'=' 

I

U
r'2

1^
for s.U,-L, '

U
2

"which is a multivariate truncated exponential. The B,

which must be determined from the upper and lower

terms are Lagrange multipliers,

bounds and the expected value
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constraints. The pdf preserves the statistical independence of the parameters. That is, if
no correlation is known a priori, MRE does not inject any correlation into the posterior.

In this manner p(*) has the most freedom in assigning realization of the process." The

distribution is not s¡rrnmetric. As (J -+æand L-)ó, p(m)reduces to a multivariate

exponential distribution. It is important to note that the above approach of determining is

the one, which is the most uncommitted about unknown information.

The process of determining the pdfs for the hyperparameters can be summarized as two

steps. First, identify the appropriate upper and lower bounds for each parameter as well as

expected values. Second, compute the Lagrange multipliers ( þ¡, see V/oodbury and

Ulrych, 1993) based on the upper and lower bounds and the expected value constraints.

2.2.3 Multivariate Random Number Generator

The multivariate random number generator, which will be used to generate the realization

of a given Gaussian pdf in next chapter, is discussed here. The generator is built

according to the following theory (Mao and W*g, l99s). Recall that y: ln(z) (y : m)

is assumed multivariate Gaussian and its pdf is as follows,

(2-22)

Here Co is the covariance matrix, s is a vector of mean values, lC"l ir the determinant

of C, andnm is the length of m.

If In (T) is assumed to have an exponential spatial correlation structure, Co can be

evaluated through (2-8). Because Co is symmetric and definite, it can be factorized

through Cholesky Decomposition, namely

p(-) = l(ro)'^1", [i *o[- ] O' - ,)'ci t- - ,)]
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C o =LL'

If Z=(Z,Zr;..,2t)- ar(o,I), then m =LZ+s -.nr(s,co).

Following this procedure arealization of m can be generated by calling a standard normal

random number generator.

2.3 Summary

kr this chapter the Bayesian approach to the linear inverse problem proposed by
V/oodbury and Ulrych (L993;1995 and 2000) is reviewed. The objective of rhe paramerer

estimation is to map a ln (T) field with a dimension of nm given measurements at np
points (run>>np). This exercise is formulated as a general linear inversion problem. Both
the ln (T) field and the combination of forward modeling and measurement effors are

assumed Gaussian. With the Gaussian prior pdf and likelihood function, one can obtain a

Gaussian posterior pdf from Bayes Theorem. The first central moment associated with
the posterior pdf is taken as the Bayesian solution of the inverse problem. prior pdfs of
any hyperparameters associated with the two central moments are determined from
consistent considerations and any uncertainties in hyperparameters are removed by
marg¡nalízation.

(2-23)
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Ghapter 3

Bayesian Approach to the lnverse problem for
Steady state Groundwater Flow

In Chapter 2 it is showed that the unconditional ln (T) fietd can be updated from ln (T)

measurements following the Bayesian methodology. This update can be considered as a

typical spatial interpolation. Woodbury and Ulrych (2000) showed that this updated ln (T)

field can be further conditioned on hydraulic head measurements through adopting a

linearized aquifer equation. This can be accomplished following an updating procedure

similar to the interpolation scheme based on a linear formulation between head and ln (T)

perturbations' Their algorithm was originally applied to aquifers with Dirichlet conditions

and low-variance ln (T). In this chapter the algorithm is extended to highly heterogeneous

aquifers with Dirichlet and Neumann conditions and sources and sinks. Theoretical

examples are designed to examine the new algorithm.

3.1 updating ln (T) Fietd by Hydraulic Head Measurements

This discussion will focus on two-dimensional, steady state, heterogeneous, isotropic

groundwater flow systems, which can be a confined aquifer or a linearized unconfined

aquifer' The system has Dirichlet and Neumann conditions and sources and sinks.

Because an equivalent formulation can be derived for sink or source, flux boundary and

pumping wells when the finite element method is applied to the governing equation, only
sources or sinks appear in the governing equation for simplicity. The theory below can be

easily extended to a cross-section flow system because its governing equation is similar

to that of the plane flow problem. For plane two-dimensional, steady state, heterogeneous,

isotropic and linear groundwater flow, the goveming equation can be written as,
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+f'+l .!(r9l*n=oôt\ ô*) ø,'( ôy) ' (3-1)

where T is the transmissivity, (Þ is the hydraulic head, q is a source or sink, and x and y
are Cartesian coordinates.

The boundary conditions are as follows,

o(",y)l r, = .fr(*,y), (x,y) e..,

'#lr, = f,(',v), (x,v)et,

ô2a â2o ôy ôa ôy ô@ o-:---;-î------T T-=\Jôx' ry' ôx ôx ôy ù ' 
exp(I)

Let

Q=H+h

where f1 is the known hydraulic head, l¡ represents first kind boundary fz is the known
flux, 12 is second t}pe boundary, and n is an unit vector normal to second type boundary.

Application of FEM to equation (3-1) witl generate a non-linear equation in terms of head

and transmissivity. Note that a linear relationship between data and model is required for
the Bayesian updating procedure frefer to equation Q-D]. To obtain a linear relationship
between the head and ln (T), a linearized approximation to the goveming equation is
adopted (Hoekesem a et aI., 1984; Dagan l9S5).

Let Y = tn(Z) and replace Z with exp(I), (3-l) reduces to,

(3-2)

(3-3)

(3-4)

(3-s)
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Y=F+f (3-6)

where H is the conditional-expected hydraulic head, h is the zero-mean head perturbation,

F is the conditional-expected ln (T) þrior) and f is the zero-mean ln (T) perturbation.

Inserting equations (3-5) and (3-6), (3-4) reduces to,

a'(n +n) -a'(n +n) 
*a(r_+ f)a(u_+tù *a(r_+ f)a(n_+t) +__4_ ^ =0 (3_7)ôxz ôy' ôx ôx ôy fu exp(F+/)

Taking expected values of both sides of (3-7) and dropping out the products of
perturbations produces,

ô2H ô2H aF aH aF ôH a

ôx2 Ay' ôx ôx ' Ay Ay - oo, =

Subtracting (3-8) from (3-7) yields,

azh , azh aF ah aF ah af aH ôf ôH (t
-----:-T--"'--T 

=----:-L 
- 1ôx' Ay' ôx ôx Ay Ay ôx ôx Ay Ay ' exp(F) r

(3-8)

Note that a first-order approximation of Taylor's series for the exponential term is
adopted.

It is straightforward to solve for conditional-expected head from equation (3-g) by FEM.
Given the conditional-expected head the following formulation can obtained by applying
FEM to equation (3-9),

a¡=(n+s!

(3-e)

(3-10)
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where A, B and S are constant matrices, A represents a global stiffness matrix, B and S

represent finite element formulations to the right hand side terms, h is a vector of non-

boundary head perturbations, and f is a vector of ln (T) perturbations at the nodes.

Rearranging equation (3-10) and performing some simple mahix operations leads to,

DlÕ -H + A-'(n + s)r1 = D[A-'(n +s)v (3- I 1)

D is a Boolean matrix that filters out the computed values of head perturbations at nodes

other than measurement points. Here F, is a vector of prior conditional-expected ln (T),

and is known, H is the conditional-expected hydraulic head vector and F is the

conditional-expected vector of ln (T) (prioÐ. G = D[A-t(n + S) is the kernel. Equation

(3-11) takes the form ofd. = Gm + z . The LHS is replaced with the known data and RHS

is the product of the kernel and model. This linear formulation can be readily used to

update the prior ln (T) field conditioned on head measurements following the Bayesian

framework detailed in Chapter 2.

3.2 High-yariance tn (T) Example

In this section the new algorithm will be examined against a fictitious aquifer with high

variance ln (T), and Dirichlet and Neumann conditions and sources or sinks. First it will
be showed how well the linearization solution approximates the haditional numerical

solution to this system. Then, if and how well the full-Bayesian approach works for such

realistic settings will be demonstrated.

3.2.1 Fictitious Aquifer

The fictitious system is a 30 by 30 km rectangular confined aquifer and it is discretized

into 1809 nodes and 2048 triangle elements with spatial size equal to 937.5 m.
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A multivariate random number generator (see2.2.3) is then employed to generate an ln
(T) field for the system (Figure 3-1). The ln (T) field is assumed Gaussian and has an
exponential correlation structure. The statistical properties for such a generation include
unconditional mean s:9.4, oy:1.5, and À :5,000 m. The generated ln (T) field with a

statistics of mean:8.87 and standard deviation:l.3 from 100 samples is analogous to a
true ln (T) field. Note that the standard deviation of ln (T) is 1.5, which is moderately
hish.

The north, south and east sides of the aquifer are specified as Dirichlet boundaries. The
heads at northeast comer and southwest corner are assigned 616 and 600 m respectively.
The heads at the boundaries between these two points are determined following a mean
gradient at (616-600)/42426:0.0004. The west side is set as a prescribed flux boundary
and the flux at each node on this boundary is so determined that the above hydraulic
gradient can be maintained across the domain. Finally the finite element system has 994
degrees of freedom. Seven pumping wells with pumping rates ranging from 1500 to
15,000 m'/d are assigned at the nodes with larger In (T) values.

3.2.2 True solution and Linearized solution to Hydraulic Head

How well the linearized solution approximates the true solution with high-variance ln (T)
and sink/source terms will be assessed next. Appllng FEM to (3-a) yields the .true,

head field. FEM is employed to solve the equation (3-S) and (3-9) for the unconditional-
expected head and perturbation head fields respectively. Note that the unconditional

value of ln (T) is constant (flaÐ, i.".# = ff = O .

that the linearized solution approximates the true solution very well for the standard
deviation of ln (T) up to 1.5. The linear fit gives R2 coefficienF0.995, which is close to 1.

The standard deviation error RMS (Root Mean Square) of the true field against the
linearized solution is 0.24 m, which is less than I.5% of the maximum head difference

Figure 3-2 and Figure 3-3 illustrare
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across the aquifer. The larger elTors occur in the areas with pumping wells or Neumann

boundary conditions.

3.2.3 Bayesian Updating

Random samples of the computed head field and true tn (T) field are taken from the

aquifer. These samples are analogous to field measurements. The locations of sampled

heads coincide with that of the ln (T). Thus at every measured head location there also

exists a transmissivity measurement. The numbers of samples are initially 20, then 50 and

finally 100. These measurements are used to reconstruct the true ln (T) field through the

Bayesian approach. For the three cases above this gives 974, g44 and 894 unknown ln (T)
values to be solved for in the FE grid. The hyperparameters are assumed known in the

simulations. The samples of ln (T) are used to evaluate the prior mean and variance. The

integral scale and data noise are fixed at 5,000 m and 0.1 m respectively.

Bayesian updating is carried out for cases of 20-point, 5O-point and 100-point samples

respectively' First Bayesian interpolation is performed based on the point sample of ln
(T). Then the interpolated ln (T) field is updated by incorporating the head measurements.

The updated ln (T) fields and the estimated errors are contoured. Comparing the

interpolated ln (T) fields (Figures 3-4, 3-14 and, 3-24) and hydraulic head conditioned ln
(T) fields (Figures 3-5, 3-15 and 3-25) with the true ln (T) field (Figure 3-1), one can see

that the resolution of the reconstructed ln (T) field gradually improves as the

incorporations of ln (T) and head measurements into the updating procedure. The results

of the simulations can be illustrated in tabular form (Table 3-1). As showed, in every case

the addition of head data aids considerable in the refinement of the estimated ln (T) field.

At a glance one can see the conditioning effects of ln (T) and head data as illustrated in
Figures 3-6, 3-7 , 3-L6, 3-I7, 3-26 and 3-27 , inwhich the standard deviations in ln (T) are

plotted. The more data are incorporated the better the reconstructed ln (T) fields

approximate the true ln (T) field and the more the estimated errors reduce. Carefully
examining Table 3-1 one can see that RMS (850) and RMS (8100) are close to RMS
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(H20) and RMS (H50) respectively. This suggests that joint use of sparse ln (T) and head

measurements may yield equivalent estimations from large number of In (T)

measurements and application of Bayesian approach for site charactenzation may

potentially reduce cost.

Table 3-1 Square root of the mean squared difference befween the conditional field and

the'true' field

H20 850 Br00 Hl00

1.0773 0.9345 0.9265 0.7949 0.7978 0.7214

Note: RMS refers to the square root of the mean squared difference between the conditional ln (l-)

field and the'true'ln (T)field.820, B5O and 8100 referto a Bayesian updateforthe 20,50 and

100 point sample, respectively; H20 and so on refer to the ln (T) field updated from the hydraulic

head and ln (T) interpolated fìelds.

The forward problems with the interpolated ln (T) fields and head-conditioned ln (T)

fields a¡e solved respectively. The computed heads are plotted against the true heads at

the sampled locations (see Figures 3-8, 3-9, 3-18, 3-19, 3-28 and 3-29). These Figures

indicate that the computed heads based on the updated ln (T) from head and ln (T)

measurements approximate the true heads very well. For verification all the computed

heads are plotted against the true heads together with the linear fits. Figures 3-11, 3-21

and 3-31 show that not only do the conditional heads match the true heads at sampled

locations well but also the remaining heads across the domain. This can also be

confirmed by comparing the contours of true head field against the conditioned head field

(Figures 3-12,3-I3,3-22,3-23,3-32 and 3-33). Again the updates from combination of

ln (T) and head measìrements yield better head fits than those from simply interpolated

ln (T) fields.

Carefully reexamining the inverse results of the 2O-point sample case gives us more

information on the performance of the Bayesian approach with sparse measurements.

One may not visibly see much refinement on the updated ln (T) f,reld (Figure 3-25) from

2Q-point ln (T) and head measurements compared to the true field (Figure 3-1).
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Comparisons of Figure 3-30 and Figure 3-31, and Figure 3-32 and Figure 3-33 indicate

that the flow model is fully calibrated with only 20 ln (T) and 20 head measurements for

such high variation aquifer. It can be concluded from the findings that the Bayesian

approach can be applied to the estimation of high-variance ln (T) fields given sparse

measurements.

3.3 Bxtremely High-variance ln (T) Example

The new inverse algorithm is further examined against a case of an extremely high-

variance ln (T). The fictitious aquifer discussed above is redesigned into an 'Edwards-

Aquifer-like' system in terms of extremely high heterogeneity. The finite element grid,

first type boundaries and pumping wells are the same to those of the high-variance case.

The ln (T) field is regenerated with the statistics from the Edwards aquifer (unconditional

mean s:9.4, standard deviation oy:3.0 and integral scale \:5,000 m) and the flow rates

at the second type boundary are accordingly adjusted so that a mean smooth hydraulic

gradient (:0.0004) can be achieved. The generated ln (T) freld (Figure 3-34) with a

statistics of mean:8.35 and standard deviation:2.6 from 100 samples simulates a true ln

(T) field.

Note that equation (3-a) is of a similar form to the standard advection-dispersion equation,

which suffers from numerical error for coarse gtds. Given the generated high-variance ln

(T) field and finite element grid accurate head fields cannot be found by solving (3-4) due

to numerical error. Therefore, the 'true' head field is obtained by solving equation (3-1)

instead of (3-a). Ln (T) within each element is evaluated by averaging the values at the

three nodes of the element.

Figure 3-35 and Figure 3-36 illustrate the comparisons between the linearized solution

and the 'true' solutions. The RMS of the true field against the linearized solution is 0.83

m, which is still less than 5Yo of the maximum head difference across the aquifer, for the
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standard deviation of ln (T) up to 3. The linear approximation, though poorer than that of
the previous case, is acceptable.

Bayesian updating is performed for a series of tests. Again, random samples of the

computed head field and true ln (T) field are taken from the aquifer. The numbers of
samples are initially 20, then 50 and finally 100. These measurements are used to recover

the true ln (T) field through the Bayesian approach. The hyperparameters are assumed

known in the simulations. The samples of ln (T) are used to evaluate the prior mean and

variance. The integral scale and data noise are fixed at 5,000 m and 0.1 m respectively.

Bayesian interpolation is performed based on the point sample of ln (T). Then, the

interpolated ln (T) field is updated by incorporating the head measurements. The results

of the ln (T) update for 100-point samples are showed on Figure 3-37 to Figure 3-40.

Comparing Figure 3-37 and Figure 3-38 with Figure 3-34, one can observe that the

resolution of the reconstructed ln (T) field gradually improves as the incorporations of In

(T) and head measurements into the updating procedure. The results of the simulations

can be illustrated in tabular form (Table 3-2), including runs that are not presented

graphically. As showed, in every case the addition of head data aids considerable in the

refinement of the estimated ln (T) field. The more data are incorporated the better the

reconstructed ln (T) approximates the true ln (T) field. This is especially true for this

extremely high variance case. At a glance one can see the conditioning effects of ln (T)

and head data as illustrated in Figure 3-39 and Figure 3-40 in which the standard

deviations in ln (T) are plotted.

The forward problems with the posterior ln (T) fields are solved respectively. The

computed heads are plotted against the true heads at the sampled locations (see Figure 3-

41 and Figure 3-42). Figure 41 shows that the computed heads based the updated ln (T)

from head and ln (T) measurements approximate the true heads very well. From Figure 3-

44 one can see that not only do the conditional heads match the true heads at sampled

locations well but also the remaining heads across the domain. This verifies that the full-

Bayesian approach can be applied to the estimation of extremely high-variance ln (T)

fields. Comparison of Figure 3-43 and Figure 3-44 shows that the head field obtained
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from the combination-conditional ln (T) approximates the true head field better than the

one from interpolated ln (T) field. Figures 3-47 to Figure 3-52, which present the

comparisons between the conditional heads and true heads for the case of 50 sample

points, shows that the full-Bayesian approach works well for the cases of high-variance ln

(T) and sparse data.

Comparing Figure 3-44with Figure 3-35, and Figure 3-46 with Figure 3-37 one can see

that the conditional heads match the true heads much better than the unconditional

linearized approximation does. This finding implies that Bayesian approach can be

applied to the groundwater inverse problems for which the linearized approximation is

strictly valid as well as to the cases of high heterogeneity. Analyzing equation (3-7) and

(3-8) one can see the reason behind this fact. Recall that the unconditional mean F is

constant, ¡*.T = += 0 , when the linearized equations are solved. For the second step'ôxôy

Bayesian updating F is the prior conditional-expected ln (T) from interpolation, which is

not constant. This conditional-expected ln (T) field is closer to the true field, and. reduces

the perfurbation terms. The prior ln (T) plays a non-negligible role in the second step

updating. From this point one can argue that the Bayesian estimation is superior to the

classical geostatistical approach in dealing with prior information.

Table 3-2 Square root of the mean squared difference befween the conditional field and

the'true'field

H50850 Bl00 H100
2.t549 r.9386 1.8524 1.6476 1.5951 t.4740

Note: RMS refers to the square root of the mean squared difference between the conditional ln (T)

field and the 'true' ln (T) field. 820, 850 and 8100 refer to a Bayesian update for the 20, 50 and

100 point sample, respectively; H20 and so on refer to the ln (T) field updated from the hydraulic

head and ln (T) interpolated fields.

The findings from this example as well as many other simulations, although not showed

here, suggest that the Bayesian methodology can be applied to the estimation of
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hydrogeological parameters and automatic calibration of trvo-dimensional steady state

groundwater flow model involved in extremely high variance of ln (T) with both

Dirichlet and Neumann conditions and sinks or sources.
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Ghapter 4

Application of Bayesian Approach to the Edwards
Aquifer

4.L Background

The United States Geologic Survey (USGS) is using the MODFLOW code to build a

high-resolution fwo-dimensional groundwater flow model (Hereinafter known as the FD
model) for the Edwards aquifer. The FD model consists of 87,890 active cells and the
size of each rectangular cell is 402.25 by 402.25 m (0.25 by 0.25 miles). The carbonate

aquifer is highly heterogeneous and hydraulic conductivities vary by more than 6 orders

of magnitude through the study area. It has been estimated that the variances in logarithm
hydraulic conductivity, ln (k), range from 6.4 to 9.7 (k in fVd) and the integral scale

ranges from 1200 to 5,000 and 15,000 meters for the confined and unconfined sections

respectively (Personal communication with S. Painter, 2001). A classic parameter zoning
approach is inappropriate for site cha¡actenzationdue to high heterogeneity and the large
number of discretized cells involved in the MODFLOV/ gnd. en upscaling/co-kriging
procedure was instead utilized for this situation. The result of this upscaling/co-kriging
procedure was then combined with maps of aquifer top and bottom to set the prior In (T).

The finite difference (FD) MODFLOW model is to be calibrated against the steady state

flow field corresponding to the years 1939 and 1946. More than one hundred hydraulic
head measurements are to be honored. However, the MODFLOW model cannot
reproduce the observed head measurements within specified error ranges based on the
prior ln (T) field and it is impractical to calibrate the high-resolution FD model through a
trial and elror procedure. The new Bayesian algorithm discussed in Chapters 2 and 3 is
employed to perform automatic calibration.
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The prior conditional-expected ln (k) and covariance function together with the FD model
data sets of boundary conditions and sinks or sources are provided by CNWRA.
Boundary conditions and sinks or sources are assumed known for this work. Hydraulic
head measurements taken over the flow domain are used to map the ln (T) field through
Bayesian inversion. The inversion will produce a posterior ln (T) field of the Edwards
aquifer conditioned on the hydraulic head and ln (k) measurements and upscaling, which
will act as input to the USGS MODFLOW model. It is expected that the final model will
reproduce the observed hydraulic heads within preconceived measurement and model
errors and then the calibration task will autom atically be accomplished.

4.2 The Edwards Aquifer

The Edwards aquifer extends about 2go km (180 miles) from a groundwater divide near
Brackettville in Knirurey County to another groundwater divide near Kyle in Hays
Corurty' The width of the aquifer ranges from about 6.4krn (4 miles) at the Colorado
River at Austin to about 48 km (30 miles) in Median and Wiliiamson Counties. It covers
an area of about 10,360 km2 14,000 squares miles) (Figure 4-l). The aquifer provides
water supply for about one million people.

The Edwards aquifer is a complex-faulted carbonate aquifer lying with the Balcones fault
zone of south-central Texas. The aquifer consists of thin- to massive-bedded limestone
and dolomite, most of which is in the form of mudstones and wackstones. Well-
developed secondary porosity has formed in association with former erosional surfaces
within the carbonate rocks and along inclined fractures. The aquifer is one of the most
permeable and productive limestone aquifers in the United States. The aquifer is
recharged mainly by stream flow losses in the outcrop area of the Edwards aquifer and is
discharged by major springs located at considerable distances, ¿ls much as 240 km, from
the areas of recharge and by wells (Maclay et al. 1988). During the years of 1939-1946,

the flow was in steady state. The mean recharge was estimated at 6.9xI07 ft3ld. pumping
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withdrawal was about 2.0x107 ft3/d. A total quantity of 4.9xI07 ft3ld was discharged

through the springs. The remaining flow (1.5x10s ft3ld¡ was discharged through the rivers

(Personal communication with S. painter, 2001).

Both the Balcones fault and the 'Bad water line' on the south are assumed to be no flow
boundaries and the springs and pumping wells are treated as sinks. The discharging rivers

on the east are specified as prescribed head boundaries. The fluctuations of hydraulic

heads are small compared to the vertical extension of the aquifer so that transmissivities

for both of the unconfined and con-fined zones can be defined. The aquifer is then

simplified as a two-dimensional, steady state, heterogeneous and isotropic system. The

governing equation and boundary conditions for the groundwater flow takes the form of
equations (3-1) to (3-3).

4.3 Computational Considerations

4.3.1From FD Model to FE Modet

It should be noted that the Bayesian algorithm is based on the finite element method and

the finite difference version is not available so far. A finite element model compatible to

the finite difference model has to be built for the calibration. The FE mesh is elaborately

designed so that each FE node is located at the center of an active FD cell. This mesh is

optimally renumbered so that the halÊband width of the global stiffrress matrix is limited
to as small as 196. The total node number of this FE mesh, which is equal to the number

of active cells in the FD grid, is 87,890. This compatible relation between the FD model

and FE model allow the data of the FD model to be projected into the FE model.
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4.3.2 Boundary Conditions

The boundary conditions and sinks or sources, which are assumed known in this work,
are directly transferred or modified from the FD model. The springs are specified as

constant head boundaries in the first phase simulation and then sinks in the second phase

simulation' The pumping wells are simply considered as sinks. The rivers are viewed as

specified head boundaries, which are slightly different from the drainage conditions dealt
in the FD model' This modification will not influence the modeling results because the

net river discharge accounts for a small portion of the total discharge. The cell-centered
recharges are treated as inflow flux added at the related nodes.

4.3.3 Prior In (k) and In (T)

An Upscaling/co-kriging procedure was utilized to map the prior ln (T) field (Jiang et al.,

200I). More than 1,000 hydraulic conductivities derived from well tests were upscaled to
a 400'25 by 400'25 meters grid block scale and interpolated. Stochastic simulation
(sequential indicator simulation) combined with numerical upscaling was used to
determine the upscaled geostatistical model. Co-kriging was then used to interpolate the
upscaled conductivities while honoring the well test measurements. This work was
performed at CNWRA' The result of this upscaling/co-kriging procedure was then
combined with maps of aquifer top and bottom to set the prior ln (T). With the thickness
data the prior ln (T) can be computed as (Personal communication with S. paintei, 2001),

F, =ln(T), = ln(k), +0.5o! + m(f,)

Here {. is the prior ln (T), i represents the i,th node,

logarithm hydraulic conductivity [denoted as ln (k)] and

and .8, is the aquifer thickness in feet.

(4-1)

ln(Æ), and o! are the upscaled

variance of ln (k), respectively
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A nested exponential correlation structure with integral scale between I,200 and 5,000
meters and a 50o/o relative nugget effect was determined (for the confined portion,
personal communication with S. Painter, 2001). The correlation function of prior ln (k) is
written as,

c o Q,, t) = 0.25 o,o, 
[*r(- #). *r(- r#)] * o. sa{r, rÞ oo, (4-2)

whereo is the standard deviation of ln (T), kandlrefer to anytwo points in question,

d=æinmetersandáistheKroneckernumber.6:I,ifk:l.

Note that covariance of ln (T) takes the same form of ln (k). This covariance function will
be used as the prior covariance in the Bayesian algorithm. Equations (a-1) and (4-2) arc
used to estimate the prior model expectation and covariance.

The prior covariance matrix Co has a dimension of 87,890 by 87,890. To save computer
memory the covariance function for matrix operation is utilized instead of formally
declaring this large matrix.

4.4 Simulations and Result Analysis

4.4.1Simulation I

First a simulation with 108 head measurements is performed. Eight of the head

measurements, which are located in the unconfined zone and have a different covariance
function from that in the confined zone, aÍe removed from the inversion. These points are
presented on the head fit plot for verification (see Figure 4-5 and Figure 4-7). In this
work the noise is fixed at two meters, which is determined from runs involving the
fictitious aquifer. The boundary conditions for this simulation are slightly different from
those detailed in next sections. Both the springs and the rivers on the east end of the
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aquifer are considered as first type boundaries. AII pumping rates, which add up

r.67x107 ft3/d,, are added at a single node. The recharge, totaling 7.55x10i ft31d,,

assigned as sources distributed over the unconfined zone. Please note that these data
provided by CNWRA are slightly different from those in simulation II, which will be
detailed in next section. The Bayesian algorithm discussed in Chapter 2 and,Chapter 3 is
coded in Fortran 90 and termed BayesFe.f90. The code is parullelized,and compiled using
Visual Kap for OpenMp 3.9, and run on a Pentium III workstation with two 1.0 GHZ
processors.

Comparison of the prior ln (T) field (Figure 4-2) andposterior ln (T) field (Figure 4-3)
indicates the posterior ln (T) captures many major hydraulic properties that the prior field
fails to' The high permeable streak from Uvalde to San Antonio and the low permeable

barrier in the Knippa Gap are exactly mapped out. These are consistent with a qualitative
inspection of the heads. One can see the fit between measured and computed heads based
on the posterior ln (T) field (Figure 4-5) improves over that based on the prior ln (T) field
(Figure 4-4). TheRMS of calculated heads with the prior lx (T) field and measured heads

is 123.3 feet, which accounts for 16%o of the maximum head difference (1 165-393:772)
across the domain. The RMS of calculated heads with the posterior ln (T) and measured

heads is 46 feet, which is only 4.75% of the maximum head differ ence (1379-400:97g.5)

across the domain. For verification an independent data set of head measurements, which
is not used in this inversion and is used later, are plotted against the computed heads from
the prior ln (T) field and posterior ln (T) field on Figure 4-6 andFigure 4-7 respectively.
Figure 4-7 demonstrates that the calculated heads with the posterior ln (T) field not only
match the measured heads used in the inversion but also those are not used in the
inversion. These results verify that the FD model is successfuliy calibrated through the
Bayesian inversion. The only problem is that the forward simulation with the posterior ln
(T) field cannot reproduce the spring flow rate at each spring within an acceptable error
limit. However, the total flow rates from all the springs are produced correctly.

to

is
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4.4.2 SimulatÍon II

An alternative data set of 158 head measurements together with new sinks/sources is
analyzed. Most locations of the 158 measurements are different from those of the
previous 108 measurements. The recharge rates and pumping rates were also modified
with the FD model' The data on the Barton Springs, which are not available in simulation
I, is available. It is noticed that the active cells in the new FD model are slightly different
from those in the previous simulation. This modification leads to some of the FE nodes
located at previously inactive FD cells and some active cells are not covered by the FE
grid' The FE model yields less recharge than the new FD model because the FE grid
misses some recharge cells. As it is infeasible to re-estimate a new prior ln (T) field and
rebuild a FE grid following the new FD grid, to maintain mass balance the recharge rates

overlaid by the FD grid and FE grid have to be scaled by a factor of 1.02g. The mass

balance is described in section 3. The previous prior ln (T) freld and the FD gird are still
valid from such treatment. The values of posterior tn (T) at those cells that are not
covered by the FE gdd will be evaluated using the nearest-neighboring approach.

In this simulation there are 1,098 wells and 6 springs, which are treated as sinks. Five
head measurements, which are located in the unconfined zorrc, are removed. Given 153

head measurements plus 6 estimated heads at the springs, 87,73|unknown ln (T) values
are to be determined from the inversion. The noise level is fixed at two meters. To check

the how well the computed heads match the new data, both symmetrical (known as S)

and unsymmetrical (known as tI) forward problems with the prior ln (T) field and sinks
at the springs are solved. Solution S and solution U refer to solutions of (3-1) and (3-a)
respectively. It is found that solution U is systematically different than solution S except

at the first type boundary nodes. It is anticipated that the approximation of transmissivity
averaging over each element will result in some deviation between the two solutions, but
not as high as hundreds feet. Adjusting the prior ln (T) around the downstream areas into
more smooth values can largely reduce the deviation. Also the deviation can decline to a
level derived from the transmissivity approximation if the springs are specified as

constant heads. The prior ln (T) field is adjusted so that a smaller deviation between
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solution S and solution U can be achieved. The posterior ln (T) field (Figure 4-g) shows

consistent results with qualitative analysis, but includes some extreme values. The grid
Pelect number, which is defined as (4-3), is calculated to detect the problem.

Pe- =ô' *
Ox

Y¡ =7 + lsini-Ii¡

where Pe, is the Pelect number in x axis direction, and Ax is the spatial size of the grid in

the x axis direction. Percanbe evaluated in the similar form of pe,.

The Peclet numbers of most elements are less than2and a few range from 3 to 5. These

values indicate that numerical dispersion is unlikely to cause the large deviation between

solution S and solution U as observed above and the inversion involves some undetected

error. An alternative explanation is given below.

4.4.3 Model Error fnvestigation

An example is set up to investigate why introducing large sinks into the FE system leads

to differences between solution S and solution U. The test system is a 3,000 by 3,000 m
rectangular confined aquifer. The west and east ends of the aquifer are assigned as

constant heads at 600 and 590 m respectively. At the middle of the nofh end exists a sink
stress at a flow rate as high as 300,000 m3/d. The rest sections of the boundary are

impermeable. The aquifer is discretized into two grids. Grid one and grid two haúe spatial

steps ( Àr = Ây ) at 200 and 100 meters respectively. The role the spatial step size plays in
the mismatch can be assessed by using different spatial step grids. Ln (T) varies as a sin
function across the domain, namely

(4-3)

(4-4)
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where { is the ln (T) value at node i, A is the amplitude and -r, is the x coordinate at

node i.

A tlpical ln (T) generation from this function can be illustrated on Figure 4-9. Note that
using grid one and grid two generates the same distribution of ln (T). The amplitud.e, A,
represents the variation magnitude of ln (T). Greater A values corresponds to greater
variation. Using a different A, the same problem with different grid size is solved and the
RMS between solution U and solution S against A is plotted on Figur e 4-10. Next,
replacing the sink with constant head, which is set at the value from solution S based on
A:0'5, the forward problem with different grid size is solved again. The results are also
plotted on Figure 4-10. For a homogeneous case (A:0) and a linear In (T) distribution
solution S and solution U are equivalent (RMS:O) regardless of what spatial step is
applied' Figure 4-10 indicates that for a coarse grid the difference befween solution S and
solution U increases as the variation of ln (T) grows. This trend becomes more serious for
the sink condition. As showed in Figure 4-10 for a fine grid RMS also increase as the
amplitude rises, but the RMS values are within a much lower range compared to those of
the coarse grid' There is no obvious difference between the RMS trends for constant head
or sink condition is applied at the north discharging point. The RMS for the fine grid case
is mostly derived from the approximation of ln (T) within each element and such trend
and magnitude of RMS are reasonable. For the simulations performed the maximum
RMS values of the coarse and fine grids account for 10.4% and.l.gyoof maximum head
difference across the domain respectively. The RMS values for the fine grid case can be
considered (no strictly) as a deviation due to the approximation of In (T) within each
element. Subhacting these values from the RMS values for the coarse grid case, the
remaining, which is still very large for high A, is resulted from a coarse spatial step size.
In other words if the deviation due to the approximation of ln (T) over each element is
negligible, solution U is also largely different than solution S for the configuration of
coarse grid size, high variation of ln (T) and extremely high point stress. This error is
introduced by FE approximation to the first order derivative terms in the unsymmetrical
equations [See (3-7)-(3-8)]. It is noted that FE formulation for gradient is discontinuous
and has first order accuracy (Huyakorn and Pinder, 1983). The configuration of coarse
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grid size, extremely high variation of ln (T) and extremely large point stress leads to
poorer FE approximation to gradient evaluation. Smoothing ln (T) or refining FE grid
may improve the accuracy of the approximation. A rough measurement to the accuracy is
the RMS of solution S against solution U. A smaller RMS suggests a better
approximation.

4.4.4 Simulation III

Given the original gld size of the FD model, the boundary conditions of simulation II
and the upscaled prior ln (T) freld the mean deviation between solution S and solution U
is as high as 560 ft. The FE grid has to be refined or the prior ln (T) freld has to be reset
into a more smooth form if an accurate inversion is expected. It is noted that the prior ln
(T) values around the Comal and San Marcos springs deviate from the real values so

much that fwo large drawdown cones are established in the forward model. This fact
suggests that there are reasons to systematically adjust the prior ln (T) in these regions, so

that numerical error can be reduced to a minimum level in the inversion. The prior ln (T)
field is modified so that solution U approximates solution S closely. Tfris is fulfilled
through adjusting the prior mean ln (T) around the spring zones. The modified prior ln (T)
in the inversion is presented on Figure 4-1 1. Figur e 4-I4 shows the fit between measured
heads and the calculated heads from this modified prior ln (T) field. Taking the estimated
heads at the springs as data in the inversion is inappropriate. In the following simulation
the calculated heads at the springs are not treated as known data. Therefore 153 head
measurements are used and 87,737 ln (T) values are to be determined from the inversion.

The posterior ln (T) field is showed on Figure 4-12. Extremely low ln (T) zones on the
west of Real and east of Hays are mapped out. Such low values are inconsistent with a

qualitative analysis of the head measurements. This may be caused by the incompatibility
of the observed data and covariance function or the coarse grid. Therefore the posterior ln
(T) values in the two zones are recovered to the prior level. The measured heads are
plotted against calculated heads from this posterior ln (T) field (Figure 4-13). From
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Figure 4-I4 and Figure 4-15 one can see that the fit based on the posterior ln (T)

improves compared to that from the prior field. Major mismatches occur on the areas

where prior ln (T) values are used. The deviations across the middle section (heads

ranging from 550 to 1,000 feet) result from inversion errors, which are derived from

coarse grid, high variation of ln (T) and extremely large stresses at the springs. The RMS

of calculated heads with the prior ln (T) field and measured heads is 129.7 feet, which

accounts fot l2To of the maximum head difference (1284-226) across the domain. The

RMS of calculated heads with the posterior In (T) and measured heads is 62.9 feet, which

account fot 8%o of the maximum head difference (1150-385) across the domain.

4.5 Summary and Discussion

The new Bayesian updating procedure is used to calibrate a high-resolution finite

difference model of the Edwards aquifer. Ulilizing cell-to-node discretion scheme a finite

element model of the Edwards aquifer, which is compatible to the model, is successfully

developed. The input data of the finite different model can be readily transferred into the

finite element model and allow the finite-element-based Bayesian algorithm to be

employed to calibrate the finite difference model. Two independent d,ata sets are used in
the inversion. First, 100 hydraulic head measurements are used to update the upscaled ln
(T) field. The posterior ln (T) field is showed to capture some hydraulic properties that

the prior field misses. The conditional-expected heads with the posterior In (T) field

match the observed heads very well. The problem that the forward simulation with the

posterior ln (T) field camot reproduce the spring flow rate at each spring within an

acceptable error limit is totally derived from boundary assignments. Although simulation

I encounters the same grid and magnitude of ln (T) variation as simulation II does, no

node or element experiences as large as the spring flow rates as Comal springs and San

Marcos springs in simulation I. This guarantees an accurate inversion, which generates an

excellent fit between measured heads and calculated heads. This suggests that the

Bayesian algorithm for two-dimensional steady state groundwater flow inverse problem
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can be applied to the estimation of transmissivity of extremely high heterogeneous

aqui fer wi th comp lic ated b oundary confi gurati on.

lnverse simulations with an independent data set of 153 head measurements are

performed. The springs are viewed as sinks with measured flow rates. The prior ln (T)

values around the spring areas are adjusted that numerical error is reduced to a minimum

level. Comparing the inverse results from simulation I and simulation III shows that the

posterior ln (T) fields capture similar spatial distribution, though independent data sets

are utilized. The differences between the two fields derive from different boundary

configurations assigned in the inversions and data errors. This implies that the inverse

algorithm is robust and the results are reliable. The posterior ln (T) yielded good fit
between measured heads and calculated heads. Larger error derived from extremely high

point stimulus attributes to the cause that fit from simulation trI is not as good as that of
simulation I. Refining the grid around the huge point stress areas may improve the

inverse results. The spring flow rates are exactly reproduced because the springs acted as

sinks in the forward modeling.
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Chapter 5

A Full-Bayesian Approach to the Groundwater

lnverse Problem for Steady State Heat Transport

The groundwater inverse problem is ill-posed, ffid this may be charactenzed by

instability and non-uniqueness. The instability and nonuniqueness of solutions to the

inverse problems can only be eliminated through introducing additional measurements

and information (Canera and Neuman, 1986). The challenge is to find inexpensive and

reliable sources of information. The conjunctive use of temperature and hydrogeological

data for site charactenzation has the potential to reduce these concems. In this study the

full-Bayesian approach is extended to the groundwater inverse problem for steady state

groundwater heat transport. Using such approach appears beneficial for several reasons.

First, addition of temperature data may further constraint the inverse problem and reduce

the concem of non-uniqueness. Additionaliy, prior information is allowed and the

uncertainty of the statistical properties associated with the first two moments in the

probability density function (pdf) of the model can be removed through marginalization.

A particularly appealing aspect of temperature inversion is the acquisition of temperature

data is inexpensive and temperature measurements may be more accurate than hydraulic

head data due to undetected improper piezometer instrumentation. In this chapter an

algorithm of full-Bayesian approach to the groundwater inverse problem for steady state

groundwater heat transport is developed and will be examined against a fictitious aquifer

u/ith Dirichlet conditions in terms of flow and heat transport.
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5.1 updating ln (T) Field by steady state Groundwater Flow

The groundwater flow system discussed here is similar to that in Chapter 3 and only

sources/sinks and Neumarm conditions are excluded. The governing equation can be

written as:

(5- 1)

where T is the transmissivity, O is the hydraulic head, x and y are Cartesian coordinates.

Applying the perturbation technique to (5-1) yields the following equations,

O,H a,H aF aH aF aH
--:---;- T------=- T-- = uôx" Ay' ôx ôx ôy ôy

azh, azh . ôF ôh, ôF ah af aH ôf ôH
ô'x ô'y ôx ôx Ay ù ôx ôx ù Ay

The notations in the equations are the same as those in (3-a) and (3-5).

(s-2)

(5-3)

(5-2) is of standard advection-dispersion equation, which can be solved by FEM. With

the conditional-expected hydraulic heads and prior ln (T) known, applyurg FEM to (5-3)

leads to,

Ah=Bf+Ch, (5-4)

where A, B and C are constant matrices, h is a vector of non-boundary hydraulic head

perturbations, hs is a vector of boundary node head perturbations and f is a vector of ln

(T) perturbations at the nodal points.
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The boundary node perturbations are considered known and therefore are set

Through some matrix operations on (5-4) following equation can be obtained,

n(o -H+A-rBF)=o(o-'"Þ

to zero.

(5-5) takes the form of d* =Gm+ v and can readily be emproyed

field based on hydraulic head measurements following the Bayesian
detailed in Chapter 2.

(s-5)

to update the ln (T)

updating procedure

5.2 updating ln (T) Field by steady state Heat Transport

A typical groundwater system redirects heat flows from the Earth,s interior. Heat is
transferred through the system by conduction, advection and radiation. conductive
transport occurs both in the solid medium and fluid, and is dominated by the properties of
the porous medium and fluid, and the temperature gradient, while advective transfer
occurs under the influence of moving groundwater. Within a system with high
permeability, groundwater can redistribute heat, disturbing the conductive thermal regime.
Subsurface temperature distribution and groundwater movement are interrelated and
groundwater temperature can be used to infer hydraulic parameters (Woodbury and
Smith, 1985).

The following assumptions will be adopted when groundwater heat transport equation is
applied to the inverse problem. Both buoyancy effects, and heat dispersion due to
groundwater velocity fluctuations are negligible. For the temperatures encountered in a
shallow groundwater system, thermal properties of the medium can be considered
independent of temperature. Viscous dissipation of energy is neglected due to low
velocity' An isothermal state is reached instantaneously between the fluid and solid.
Based on these assumptions, the fwo-dimensional steady state groundwater advection-
conduction heat transport equation can be represented as (Bear lg72),
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ae
-=-+ q"
ôx

where )"" is the effective thermal conductivity, á

groundwater density, c¡ is the specific heat of
discharge. 2" is defined as (Bear, lgTZ),

x."=ot)", +(t-ø)1,,

_ exp(n AA,Ir=- 
B ù

where I/ is the logarithm transmissivity,

the aquifer.

is the groundwater temperature, p¡is the

groundwatar, gx and Qy are the specific

(5-7)

99ì= o
ry)*(o#).&(r#) p,,,(q. (s-6)

(5-e)

where/and s represent fluid and solid respectively, ø is the porosity.

It is further assumed the effective thermal conductivity and thermal boundary conditions
are known and the hydraulic parameter ln (T) is to be estimated. Following the procedure

similar to the treatment of the groundwater flow equation, groundwater temperafure can

be decomposed into a conditional-expected value (rl) and perfurbation (zero-mean) (C)

components. Temperature perfurbation is mainly caused by groundwater velocity
variations, which result from ln (T) fluctuations. Woodbury (1998) developed the

linearized formulation befween ln (T) and temperature perturbations and compared the
linearized approximation to temperature with the true FE solution. His work is briefly
repeated here. According to Darcy's Law, the components of specific discharge are

formulated as,

4t=
exp(I) ôÕ

Bôx (5-8)

Õ is the hydraulic head and ,B is the thickness of
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Because f is assumed small, the following approximation into the specific discharge

expressions can be introduced,

exp(I') = exp(F) exp(.f) 
= exp(r)(l+ /)

Note that,

0=4+Ç

lnserting (5-8)-(5-11) into (5-6) and taking expectations to both sides leads to,

*(, x). &(, x).,(# x . # #)=,

where C = p¡ct andl' = 1,!=, 
.

exp(F)

Inserting (5-12) back into (5-6) and dropping the products of perturbations gives

*(+ r). *(i x).E * . x .g = -(x* . 
# #) -'(# t . # #)

(s-13)

Applying FEM to (5-12) yields the conditional-expecred temperature field. Using FEM to

the perlurbation equation (5-13) produces,

(5-10)

(5-1 1)

Mç= Nh + of

(s-t2)

(5-14)

where M is a global stiffness matrix, N is a constant matrix related to conditional-

expected temperature, O is a constant matrix related to mean head and mean temperafure,



ç h and f are vectors of perturbation heads, perturbation temperatures and perlurbation ln
(T) respectively.

Substituting (5-4) into the Woodbury linearization formulation (5-14) and performing

some matrix operations leads to,

D{0 - r1 + M-' (Na-'r * oÞ}= D{M-' (Na-'n + o)}v (s_1s)

= Gm + v .By analogy

based on temperafure

where D is a simple Boolean matrix. (5-15) takes the form of d-

this formulation can be employed to update the ln (T) field

measurements.

It is noted that one can update the ln (T) field by taking F as the conditioned ln (T) field
from measurements of ln (T) and head or directly taking F as the conditioned ln (T) field
from ln (T) measurements alone, following this temperature inversion formulation.

5.3 Case Study

5.3.1 Fictitious Aquifer

The two-dimensional numerical application of the fulI-Bayesian approach to the inverse

problem will be examined through simulations in this section. The aquifer test case is

square with each side being 3 km long. The heads and temperatures are prescribed on the

east and west sides. Its north side, south side, top and base are impermeably and

adiabatically bounded. The thickness and the porosity of this confined aquifer are

constantly assigned at 100 m and 0.1 respectively. The effective thermal conductivity of
the aquifer is 75 kcaVm'd'"C, which is similar to the values used by parsons (1970),

Smith and Chapman (1983), and Woodbury and Smith et al. (1988). The aquifer is
discretized into 256 nodes and 450 triangular elements. Next an ln (T) field along with its
associated hydraulic head field and temperature field is generated using a multivariate
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random number generator with known statistical parameters. An exponential correlation
structure is assumed for the ln (T) ñeld. The statistical properties of ln (T) are mean

value:2, standard deviation:0.5, and integral scales in x and y equal to 1000 m. The
generated fields are analogous to the true fîelds. The two-dimensional steady state

hydraulic head field and temperature field are solved by FEM. Following this step

random samples of the ln (T) values, computed hydraulic heads and temperatures are

taken from the fictitious system. The sampling data are analogous to field or laboratory
measurements and the task of this exercise is to reconstruct the true ln (T) field
conditioned on the sampling data. The full-Bayesian approach to the groundwater inverse
problem for steady state flow has been verified (see previous chapters). Next the inverse

algorithm for steady state heat transport will be tested.

5.3.2 True solution and Linezrized.Approximation to Temperature

The first test of the numerical procedure is to check if the linearized solution to the heat

transport equation produces a reasonably accurate temperature field. The ln (T) field is
shown in Figure 5-1 and the temperature field is shown in Figure 5-2. Notice that the
linearized solution reproduces the true solution very well. The standard deviation error
RMS @oot Mean Square) of the true field against the linearized solution is 0.04g, which
is less than lo/o of the maximum temperature difference across the aquifer. Other tests,

though not showed, indicate that linearized solution to temperature approximates the true

temperature solution very well for this example when unconditional standard deviation of
ln (T) is less than 1.

5.3.3 Bayesian updating From tn (T), Head and remperature
Measurements

In the following simulations the hyperparameters (s, oy, o¿ and \) are treated as unknown.

In other words, they are also treated as random variables and their pdfs are determined
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from minimum relative entropy (MRE) considerations (See Chapter 2). The effects of the
hyperparameters on ln (T) interpolation aÍe removed through 500 Monte Carlo
simulations.

It is also assumed the data of heads and temperatures include noise, which may derive
from measurement or modeling enors. The noise variances are unknown and are
distributed as Jeffreys pdß (Woodbury and Ulrych, 2000). The posterior pdfs of noise
variances are again determined from MRE. The lower bound, mean and upper bound for
the noise are 0.05,0.1 and 0.2, and.0.005,0.01 and 0.02 for head and temperature
respectively. Five hundred Monte Carlo simulations are performed to evaluate the effects
of data noises on the inversion.

The results of the ln (T) update for 20 and SO-point samples are showed on Figure 5-3 to
Figure 5-8. Comparing these figures with the true ln (T) field (Figure 5-1), one can see

that the resolution of the reconstructed ln (T) field gradually improves as the
incorporations of ln (T), head and temperature measurements into the updating procedure.

A glance at the results from a sparse data set, one can see that the In (T) field is well
recovered from 2O-point samples of ln (T), head and temperature measurements through
the Bayesian updating procedure. The addition of temperature greatly refines the ln (T)
estimation' This can also be confirmed by examining the RMS values in Table 5-1.

Table 5-1. Square root of the mean squared difference between the interpolated field and
the'true'field

B2H2 B2H202 85 B5H5 B5H5d5 B.202 B5d5 B205RMS 0.34s 0.285 0.269 0.270 0.228 0.214 0.353 0.265 0.350 0.256

Note: RMS refers to the square root of the mean squared difference between the updated fieldand the 'true' field. 2 and 5 represent 20 and 50 points of sample respectively. B refers to aBayesian update from ln (T) measurements 1i.e. spaìiat interpolation); BH refers to the tn (T) fìeld
updated lrgm the ln (T) and hydraulic head measurements; BHg reférs to the ln (T) fietd updatedfrom ln (T), hydraulic. head and the temperature measurements; Bd refers to'the ln (T) field
updated from the ln (T) and temperature measurements.
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5.3.4 Bayesian Updating From ln (T) and Temperature Measurements

The algorithm is examined in situations that ln (T) measurements and temperature

measurements are the data sets available but head measurements are unavailable or

assumed unreliable. Figures 5-9 to 5-12 show the updated ln (T) fields for the cases that

the ln (T) and temperatures are used but head measurements are not. Taking the

interpolated field from 20 ln (T) measurements as a prior input, the ln (T) frelds (Figures

5-9 and 5-11) conditioned on temperature measurements approximate the shapes of the

true ln (T) field well. However, the RMS values do not decrease compared to the

interpolated ln (T) field, for either 20-point or 50-point temperatures. If the interpolated

field from 50 ln (T) measurements is used as prior input, as shown in Table 5-1, Figure 5-

10 and Figure 5-I2, the posterior ln (T) approximates the true ln (T) well in every aspect.

This implies that the accuracy of the update from temperature measurements relies on the

accvracy of the prior ln (T) estimation. It is interesting to note that the decreased value of

RMS (8505) resulted from the addition of temperature data is less than that (85H5)

caused by the addition of the same number of head data.

5.4 Limitation of Temperature Application to the Inverse

Problem and Requirements for Further Study

The Peclet number (P") is a measure of the ration of advection to diffusion and is defined

as (Domenic et al. 1998),

o - PtctQ
'"- )"plt

where q* is the flow rate per unit aquifer width; Z'is the length of the flow

the thickness of the aquifer. The temperature inversion algorithm applies to

an appropriate global Peclet number. This implies that there is a range

(5-16)

field, and,B is

the cases with

for which the
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numerical scheme for temperature inversion should show increased sensitivity of the
model parameters to subsurface temperature.

V/oodbury and Smith (1988) showed that for values of P. much less than 1, the thermal

regime is dominated by conductive effects; for the values of P. approaching 1, the
thermal regime enters a fransition and isotherms are distorted from conductive

configuration; for P, greater than 5, the thermal fìeld tends to be near isothermal, with
temperatures on the fluid inflow boundary propagating across much of the flow domain.

This suggests that the inverse algorithm for steady state heat transport apply to the

situation of P" ranging from I to 5. kr the example section above p"is 4.92.

The performance of the temperature algorithm needs to be investigated against high-
variance ln (T) cases. Further work is required to extend the code for the case of sources

or sinks.

5.5 Summary

The methodology for the spatial inversion of transmissivity for the steady state two-
dimensional groundwater heat hansport is developed, based on a full-Bayesian approach.

This approach assumes that the ln (T) field is multivariate Gaussian and the pararneters

governing the stochastic process are treated as hyperparameters whose effects on the
parameter estimation can be removed by marginalization. A spatially interpolated ln (T)
field can be produced following the full-Bayesian framework.

Two linearizedpartial differential equations, one relating hydraulic head to In (T) and the

other relating temperature to ln (T), are developed and employed to update the

interpolated ln (T) field. The updates can be performed jointly using head and

temperature measurements or temperature alone. The head and temperafure

measurements are assumed noisy and these effects are again removed by marginalization.
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The combined Bayesian update produce conditional-expected values of ln (T) over the

aquifer, and estimated errors.

The procedure is applied to a series of test cases in which the actual values of ln (T),

hydraulic head and temperafure are generated with known values of stochastic parameters.

Sparse data (20 and 50 points) are randomly taken from the fictitious aquifer. Basic

statistics of the sampled data are used to derive pdfs of the hlperparameters. The use of

temperature data is showed to improve the ln (T) estimates, in comparison to the updated

ln (T) field conditioned on sparse ln (T) and head data. Also the addition of temperature

data in absence of head data to the update aids refinement of the ln (T) field compared to

simply interpolating the sparse ln (T) data alone. These results suggest that low-cost

temperature measurements are a promising data source for site charactenzation.
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Ghapter 6

Summary and Gonclusions

Numerical models are now widely employed to simulate the responses of groundwater

systems. One well-known obstacle for groundwater model applications is to obtain

sufficient and reliable hydrogeological parameters for model input. Groundwater systems

are often highly heterogeneous and there is often insufficient measurement of hydraulic
parameters for a comprehensive, detailed charactenzation. A large portion of the model

input may be determined through solving the inverse problem. The full inverse problem

is ill-posed, arld this is charactenzed by instability and non-uniqueness. The problem

cannot be eliminated unless additional measurements and information are introduced.

This topic has attracted many research efforts over the past thirty years and numerous

solution approaches have been developed. But, no panaceahas been available.

In this thesis a Bayesian approach is employed to the groundwater inverse problem. In
this approach the estimated parameter is described as a stochastic field, which is believed

to better represent the spatial variation of geological materials. The essential point is to
take advantage of data from different sources and cast the problem in a probability
framework. Any knowledge of the identiñed system can constraint the inverse problem
and reduce the concem of nonuniqueness. The uncertainty with the data can be well
described as probability distribution. A new Bayesian algorithm to the estimation of
transmissivity field of aquifers with high-variance ln (T) and Neumann condition and

sources/sinks is developed. The algorithm is examined against a fictitious aquifer with
high-variance and extremely high-variance In (T) configurations respectively. The code is

employed to calibrate a high-resolution finite difference model of the Edwards aquifer.

The methodology for the spatial inversion of transmissivity for two-dimensional steady

state groundwater heat transport is developed based on the full-Bayesian approach. The
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temperafure inversion code is checked against a series of test cases. This work can be

summarized as follows:

(1) The physics of groundwater flow, which consists of linearized aquifer flow equation
and a first-order approximation of Taylor's series for the exponential terms introduced by
sinks and sources or Neumann condition, yields acceptable head approximation for ln (T)
variance up to 9 in the test case. The accuracy of the linearized approximation depends on
the unconditional variance of the ln (T) field. Smaller ln (T) variances yield a better
approximation. The approximation can be improved through grid refinement.

(2) The linearized formulation befween hydraulic head and ln (T) perfurbations is applied
to the Bayesian update of ln (T) field by incorporation of head measurements for an

extremely high-variance aquifer. Forward solutions with the conditional-expected ln (T)
field show that the conditional heads match the true heads better than the unconditional
linearized approximation does. This suggests that the Bayesian approach can be applied
not only to problems in which linearized approximation is valid but also to the cases that
linearized approximation may not be strictly satisfactory. That is due to the configuration
of prior In (T) field and if spatial step size of the grid is favorable for solving conditional
head equation.

(3) The addition of hydraulic head measurements aids in the refinement of ln (T)
estimation. For a high- or extremely-high variance ln (T) configuration the more head
data ate utilized the better the updated ln (T) approximates the true field. This is
especially true for the extremely high-variance case. The joint use of sparse ln (T) and

head measurements can yield equivalent estimation from dense ln (T) measurements

alone' This implies the Bayesian approach can take advantage of the multi-source data

sets, as may reduce the concern of nonuniqueness of the inverse problem and potentially
reduce the cost for site characterization.

(4) utilizing a cell-to-node discretion scheme the finite element based

employed to calibrate a high-resolution finite difference model of the

Bayesian code is

Edwards aquifer.
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First, 100 heads are utilized to map the ln (T) field with the springs as constant heads.

Forward modeling based on the posterior ln (T) field match the measurements, including

both those used in the inversion and another independent data set, much better than those

from the prior ln (T). Another data set, which consists of 153 head measurements, is

employed to update the upscaled ln (T) field given the springs as sinks. Forward

modeling using the prior ln (T) demonstrates that the unsymmetrical solution used in the

inversion does not correspond to the symmetrical solution within an acceptable deviation

given the springs as sinks. An example is set up to investigate the error and numerical

stability with the new Bayesian algorithm. It is concluded that numerical effors are

mainly derived from numerical approximation to the gradient of conditional-expected ln

(T) field. The configuration of extremely high stresses, extremely high ln (T) variation

and coarse grid attributes to the misfit between the symmetrical and unsymmetrical

solutions. Refining the grid and adjusting prior estimation improves the posterior

estimation. Adjusting the prior ln (T) values around the springs area allows the inversion

code produce a posterior ln (T) from the 153 head measurements. This updated lx (T)

improves the fit between the measured heads and computed heads, but shows a larger

mismatch than the case of setting the springs as constant heads.

(5) A full-Bayesian code for joint use of transmissivity, head and temperature

measurements is developed. Temperature measurements can be utilized to further update

the ln (T) field by adopting linearized approximation to the steady state heat transport

equation. The procedure is examined against a series of test cases. The use of temperature

data improves the ln (T) estimates, in comparison to the updated ln (T) field conditioned

on sparse ln (T) and head data. Also, the addition of temperature data in absence of head

data to the update aids refinement of the ln (T) field compared to simply interpolating the

sparse ln (T) data alone. These resuits suggest that low-cost temperature measurements

are a promising data source for site charactenzation.
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